
Wied Babu
Introduction Wied Babu is arguably the most
popular climbing area on the island, and for good
reason. The area was already well developed in
the post‐war era, with many routes set up by
the Royal Marine Commandos. Since then, many
more routes were added, initially trad, and more
recently sport. Many original trad routes have
since been retro‐bolted. Routes in the valley are
generally long (in the – m range) and span a
very wide range of grades. At the end of the valley
there are a number of multi‐pitch routes, a few of
which are bolted, and also ample opportunity for
DWS or SLT.

Access There are a few parking spaces just
opposite the steel stairs leading down the valley;
do not block access to farmers. However, the best
place to park is near the belvedere at the top of
the hill, where there is also a bus stop. When this
is full, more spaces can be found down the road
towards the temples.

Bolting Ethic Wied Babu is very well developed,
with many routes in both traditional style as well
as sport routes. Most recent routes, particularly

in the higher grades, are bolted. However, do
not assume that a lack of bolts indicates an
undeveloped line. In general, we believe that one
should avoid bolting sport routes where adequate
natural protection is available. Furthermore, bolts
should not be within reach of adjacent trad routes.
In any case, trad routes should not be retro‐bolted
without the consent of the first ascensionist.

Route Information French grades are given for
sports routes, while trad routes are graded in
the English system. Both grades are given for
trad lines that were retrobolted. Except where
otherwise stated, pre‐existing sport routes are
documented in the guidebook or in topos
issued by the bolters. Remaining routes are
historical, documented only in out‐of‐print guide
books. Where a description is given, this indicates
our best interpretation of the historical records.
Information about the first ascent is listed where
this is known or has been previously published.

Maps Crag location and access maps use
base maps © Thunderforest, based on data
© OpenStreetMap contributors, and are projected
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on a WGS / UTM Zone N (EPSG: )
coordinate reference system, as recommended by
the Planning Authority. Maps are given at : ,
which provides enough detail to navigate to the
crags. Where data is available, boundary walls,
tracks, and paths are also shown, together with
elevation contours. All maps are North‐up, to
facilitate use of a compass where needed.

Disclaimer Climbing is an activity with a danger
of personal injury or death. By using this guide
you acknowledge that you understand these

risks and accept responsibility for your own
actions. While every effort has been made to
check the accuracy of this guide, you also accept
that inaccuracies may exist, and that you will not
hold the authors or publishers responsible for any
errors or omissions, or any injuries or damage
resulting from its use. If you find any inaccuracy
in either the text or the topos, please write to us
through the website below.

Version ‐Sep‐ : :
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Wied Babu Seaside  . , .

Routes – start at a wide ledge about m above sea level, just inland of the zawn, and to the left as you
face the sea. Routes – start at the zawn; the initial pitches are not shown here, and trad gear is needed.
Alternatively, one can climb a and traverse the ledge to the start of a and c. All sport routes can be climbed
with a m rope. The simplest descent is to abseil down Route . Routes – , d are new; grades are tentative,
pending further ascents.

a Karkinos P S b
Start on a wide ledge below a clear vertical
crack. Follow the crack, which widens trending
right, followed by a scramble trending left to a
wide ledge.
F.A. Hendrik‐Jan Klijn, ‐Jun‐

b Karkinos P S b
Takes a slabby grey wall with limited pro,
followed by a scramble to top out left of a
perched block.
F.A. Johann A. Briffa, ‐Jun‐

a Leo P S b
Start on the wide ledge about m left of the
start of Lupo Alberto. Follow the crack for
a few meters, reaching a grey slab. Up this,
trending left to a prominent ridged block.
Gingerly climb this to a good stance on a wide
ledge.
F.A. Hendrik‐Jan Klijn, ‐Jul‐

b Leo P HVS a
Take the corner crack directly above the
previous stance, heading straight up. An old
piton marks the way. Make a stance on a good
ledge at the level as the sport routes.
F.A. Hendrik‐Jan Klijn, ‐Jul‐

c Leo P HS c
Up a grey slab to a vegetated mantleshelf,
then an easy scramble to a large overhanging
bolder. Up the boulder on good holds to a
very wide ledge. Make a stance here to belay
your second. An alternative finish avoids the
boulder finish by going right through the bush,
and around the boulder.
F.A. Johann A. Briffa, ‐Jul‐

a Neo P S a
Start on the wide ledge about m left of the
start of Lupo Alberto. Follow the crack for
a few meters, reaching a grey slab. Straight
up here, taking a line right of the large scoop.
The last few metres offer an almost‐vertical
section to a ledge with large threads.
F.A. Matrix Chircop, ‐Aug‐

b Neo P M
Easy scramble, bearing left to a wide ledge
below a grey wall.
F.A. Johann A. Briffa, ‐Aug‐

a Lupo Alberto P m a / S a
F.A. Italian Military Alpine School,

b Lupo Alberto P m + / VD
F.A. Italian Military Alpine School,

c Lupo Alberto P m b / S c
F.A. Italian Military Alpine School,

c Lupo Alberto P right m a / VS c
Takes the top boulder direct, rather than
stepping around it to the left.

a Rosa di Malta P m c / S a
F.A. Italian Military Alpine School,

b Rosa di Malta P m + / VD
F.A. Italian Military Alpine School,

c Rosa di Malta P m c / S c
F.A. Italian Military Alpine School,

a Tridentina P m a / HVS a
Bolting is sparse; there is only one bolt, at the
crux.
F.A. Italian Military Alpine School,

b Tridentina P m + / D
There are no bolts to protect this pitch, which
is an easy scramble.
F.A. Italian Military Alpine School,

c Tridentina P m b / S a
Bolting is sparse; there are bolts to protect the
initial crack, but nothing after that.
F.A. Italian Military Alpine School,

c Main Buttress P m HD
Climb immediately to the right of the
overhang, using the crack for protection. The
angle soon eases, as you pass by a bolted steel
cable. Scramble up bearing a little right to the
base of a vertical crack, where a belay can be
made at a flake.
F.A. R. G. Higgins,
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d The Dutch Variation P m HVS a
Follow the vertical crack, ignoring the bolts. At
the end of this, step slight left to continue up
a corner. Boulder hop left here, to continue

up a slightly overhanging corner crack with a
prominent flake. Top out next to the bolted
top anchor of Tridentina P .
F.A. Hendrik‐Jan Klijn, ‐Jun‐
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